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Impact Your City.
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A Program Crafted Specifically
for Marketplace Leaders
Purpose
• The Marketplace Leaders Program is a series of nine monthly leadership briefings designed
to help leaders rethink their paradigms of kingdom leadership and to develop or sharpen
their plan to maximize their contribution to the advance of Christ’s kingdom in our city.

Objectives
• Develop a Biblical Vision of a good city
• Develop conviction about the church as God’s grand strategy for accomplishing his kingdom
purposes
• Explore a biblical pattern for uniting and strengthening churches
• Gain an increased understand of the core principles for kingdom investing
• Develop a personal plan for maximizing your Kingdom Impact

Who Should Participate
This program is for those who are leaders in their city and seek to be part of impacting their
cities. Partcipants should include:
•
•
•
•

Corporate Leaders
Successful Businessmen and Women
Outstanding Professionals and Civic Leaders
Strategic Church Leaders
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Executive Education:

Marketplace
Leaders Program
Host and Facilitators
Each one of BILD’s Initiative City Leader’s will host and lead the program. The location will be
determined by each city intiative.

Program Dates
The specific dates will be determined by each of BILD’s Intiative City Leaders. The meetings will
consist of the following.
• 9 Cohort Meetings
• One meeting per month
• Each meeting will run from 4:30–9:00 pm

Cost

$2000

(Per leader)

$2200

Includes all books & resources

Includes all books & resources

Initial Cohort Pricing

Regular Price

Expectations
The expecatations for each program participants are as follows:
• Each leader is expected to prepare and participate in group discussions
• Highly recommended that each leader commit to attending every meeting
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(Per leader)

Program
Materials
The Paradigm Papers
Written over a 15-year period, these papers provide a compelling
case and the practical insights for implementing a new churchbased paradigm for educating children, re-educating adults, and
training a future generation of leaders.

The Divine Conspiracy Continued
In The Divine Conspiracy Continued, co-written with theologian
Gary Black, Willard lays out the next stage in God’s plan as
this generation of disciples, including ordained and lay leaders,
step into positions of authority across our culture and begin to
transform the world from the inside out.

Lifen: Life Stewardship in Community
Life your life to the fullest, by developing a plan based on
wisdom literature.

The First Principles Series
The First Principles Series is a proven approach that has been
used to train millions of believers in the essentials of the
Christian faith in multiple faith traditions and in every world
civilization.

Seek the Welfare of the City
This series explores, biblically, matters of citizenship and public
life; the ideas of good occupations leveraged into collective
benefactor communities; welfare and social responsibility as
related to the church; and impacting cultures via missionary
teams, global benefactors, and churches.
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Apply & Register
Register
To request an application or to receive more information email:



llinz@citychurchar.org

Application Process
Applications are requested at least four weeks before the program start date. Since qualified
candidates are admitted on a rolling, space-available basis, early application is encouraged.

Admission Requirements
Admission is selective and based on professional achievement and organizational responsibility.
No formal educational requirements apply. Executive Education Programs enhance the leadership
capacity of the leaders enrolled as well as their organizations, and BILD expects full commitment
from both. While participants devote time and intellect to the learning experience, sponsoring
organizations agree to relieve individuals of their work responsibilities during the program.
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2020 North American
Program Locations

Paterson
New Jersey

Chattanooga
Tennessee

Little Rock
Arkansas
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www.citychurchar.org

$

